INTRODUCTION
This paper is a continuation of the previous work [7] . Let XI be a Hilbert space, { U, V} be a pair of selfadjoint operators on X and a E R. This pair is said to be an almost unperturbed Schrodinger pair of operators [7] 
T(s, t) = tr (eisU f t eiTV De'(t-r)V dt) ta.
The principal distribution for this pair { U, V} is defined as (3) G(x, y) = -a e-i(sx+tY)T(s, t) ds dt.

The trace formula tr( i[(U U, V), (U U, V)] -aJa (o S ') ( U V)) 2rI
Ja (J ( M/) G(x, y) dx dy is proved in [7] for functions X and ,v in a certain class where Ja(q$, q/) is a functional (see [7] ) of X, ,v and approaches the Jacobian of 0 and V/ as a -O 0. Without loss of generality, we assume that a = 1 .
In this paper, we study the principal distribution G(x, y) for the almost un- The left-hand side of (7) 
Denote W(x, y) = (x-AO)JWoJ(x, y)(y-uo). Then (19) implies (15), and (20) implies (17) for f e F2(U). By Theorem 1 and (5), we have (21) tr((U -I)V (V -,uI)Y1D(V -yI)1(U -UI)-') = -tr((U -AI)-(V -PI)-2(U-klY').
The operator (U -)I)-(V -yuI)-2 (U -AI) is a product of two y2 op_ erators (U-I)-IlW*(U -MI)< and (U-uI)1 W(U -I) I with integral kernels W(y,x)*(x-A))l(y-,u)-and W(x,y)(x-A).-I(y -,u)-respectively. Therefore the right-hand side of (21) is |tr(W(X ( Y) W(X, Y))(X _ F)-2(y _ Y)-2 dx d
On the other hand, from (52) and (63) in [7] , the left-hand side of (21) r(s, t) ).
A SIMPLER CASE
In some special cases the distribution a( 
I) = -(I+ (P -PI) 1VI)(P -I)-V(P -l -I))
We only have to show that 
